
As the impounding of Singaporean
troop carriers in Hong Kong
exposes rising tensions between

China and Singapore, the Lion City is
unlikely to budge on core security inter-
ests concerning Beijing - its military rela-
tionship with Taiwan, worries over the
South China Sea and its hosting of the
US military. Singaporean officials, retired
military officers and analysts stress that
even while Singapore publicly plays
down the spat, its leadership will not
easily give in to what it sees as intimida-
tion on matters of national importance.

All three points - Taiwan, the South
China Sea and its deepening relationship
with the Pentagon - reflect positions
refined over decades as the tiny island
state seeks to secure itself in a region
now undergoing historic strategic shifts
amid China’s rise. But those shifts mean
the pressure is intensifying and
Singapore risks being isolated as neigh-
bors including the Philippines, a US ally,
and Malaysia tilt towards Beijing.

“Singapore will not be bullied and
backed up against a wall,” said Tim
Huxley, an expert on Singapore’s military
at the International Institute for Strategic
Studies. “(It) will take a determined stand
on issues that it sees as important - and
the importance of the issues at hand
should not be underestimated.” Hong
Kong customs last week seized nine
armored troop carriers being shipped
from Taiwan to Singapore after military
exercises, prompting warnings from
Beijing about maintaining ties with an
island it regards as a breakaway province.

‘Vanguard of Anti-China Coalition’
The dispute has erupted at a period

of apparent vulnerability for Singapore,
with its economy slowing and questions
over the trade and security policies of
incoming US President Donald Trump.
Singapore has enhanced its long stand-
ing security relations with Washington
over the last 18 months, and now hosts
revolving deployments of vessels and
US P-8 surveillance planes that regional
military sources say routinely target
Chinese submarines.

While not a formal US alliance partner,
regional diplomats say it has become
Washington’s most important military
relationship in Southeast Asia - more so
since President Rodrigo Duterte’s
Philippine election win. The shift has not
gone unnoticed in Beijing. “Singapore has
gone from being seen as a useful facilita-
tor of US-China relations to being in the
vanguard of an anti-China coalition, par-
ticularly on the South China Sea,” said
Zhang Baohui, a mainland security schol-
ar at Hong Kong’s Lingnan University.
“The days of Beijing comfortably seeing
Singapore has vaguely neutral are over,
and it is reacting accordingly.”

China will find Singapore harder to
crack than other countries in its orbit,
however, as it less beholden to Chinese
security or economic pressure, given its
advanced market status and internation-
al security relationships, including with
the United States, he said. “China will
find Singapore defiant and able to with-
stand pressure, but Singapore will find
itself losing influence and more isolated

within Southeast Asia as countries
increasingly look to China,” Zhang said.

Other Issues at Play
Since the seizure of the armored vehi-

cles, Beijing has stressed its opposition
to any form of official contact with
Taiwan. The influential state-run tabloid,
the Global Times, has been more stri-
dent, suggesting the carriers should be
“melted down”. While other state media
have run commentaries critical of
Singapore through the year, they have
been quiet on the troop carrier
impounding.

Singapore has discreetly circulated
thousands of troops a year through
Taiwan since 1975 - a presence that
survived formalizing ties with Beijing
under a “one China” policy in the early
1990s. While Singapore increasingly
exploi ts  fac i l i t ies  in  Austra l ia  and
India,  as well  as sending troops to
Brunei and Thailand, Taiwan remains
an important to Singapore given the
depth of mil itar y l inks and diverse
training options, experts and retired
Singaporean officers say.

Singapore has also played a role as a
diplomatic bridge between the two
sides, most recently hosting the historic
meeting between outgoing Taiwanese
President Ma Ying-jeou and Chinese
President Xi Jinping in Nov 2015.
Singapore’s Minister of Foreign Affairs
Vivian Balakrishnan this week sought to
play down the seizure, saying it was “not
a strategic incident” and that Singapore’s
relationship with Taiwan was known to

China. But behind the scenes, regional
diplomats say their Chinese counter-
parts are also making clear their rising
concern at US surveillance activities off
coasts from assets stationed around
the region. 

Advanced P-8 aircraft especially are
viewed by Chinese strategists  as  a
threat to Beijing’s evolving nuclear
deterrent, centered on ballistic missile
submarines  stat ioned on Hainan
Island.  “ They are relentless on this
point,” one Western diplomat said.
“They don’t want to accept it as normal
in any way.”

Chinese officials and state media have
accused Singapore of internationalizing
matters in the South China Sea, where it
is not a claimant. While Singapore insists
it does not take sides in the disputes, it
has stressed the importance of freedom
of navigation and international norms.
As negotiations continue over the fate of
the troop carriers,  Singapore’s
Ambassador-at-Large Bilahari Kausikan
made clear the issues went deeper than
military materiel.

Contemporary China was “curious
mixture of assertiveness and insecurity”,
Kausikan wrote on Facebook this week,
adding he believed its leaders wanted to
preserve the broader relationship. “We
are a small country and larger countries -
not just China - routinely try intimida-
tion. But because China wants us to
accept the appellation of ‘Chinese coun-
try’ and because so many Singaporeans
are of Chinese descent, their actions
have a special resonance.” — Reuters 
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Focus

US allies hoping 

for best as they 

reach out to Trump

America’s closest partners are putting a brave face on
Donald Trump’s surprise election win while reaching
out to try to shape his worldview and to preserve

traditional alliances. Allies were rattled by Trump’s national-
ist campaign rhetoric and by the haphazard way he has
approached his first round of calls with world leaders since
becoming president-elect. But they are not panicking.
Trump may have no foreign policy experience, but he does
not appear to have any deep-rooted ideology either, and
seems open to discussion.

And, despite Trump’s threats to tear up trade deals and
his vaguely worded calls for warmer ties with Russia,
Washington’s closest partners believe a crisis can be avoided.
“The US alliance system is one of the crown jewels of
America’s national security,” said John Hannah of the
Foundation for Defense of Democracies, who served as a
senior foreign policy adviser to three US administrations.
While Russia and China have increasingly sophisticated mili-
taries, they cannot match Washington’s network of allies. 

And, Hannah told AFP, any president “should think not
once, not twice, but 100 times before taking steps that might
undermine or jeopardize” those friendships. This week,
envoys from America’s most important allies in the Pacific and
the Atlantic, respectively - Japan and Britain - said they were
keen to engage with Trump’s team.

Brutal Dismissal 
Concerns were raised in Japan during the US campaign

when Trump suggested America’s military allies are not
pulling their own weight and might be left to face foes on
their own. And Trump’s brutal dismissal of the “terrible”
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) free trade deal did not
bode well for ties with America’s premier friend in Asia.
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe had made TPP a key plank of
Japan’s economic policy, and he was the first world leader
to rush to meet the US president-elect in New York.

Trump received no briefing from the US State
Department ahead of the informal talks, and was accom-
panied by his daughter Ivanka, a business executive with
no official role. But, according to Japan’s Ambassador
Kenichiro Sasae, Abe’s team left the meeting reassured
that the US-Japan alliance is important to Trump and
could even be strengthened. “I’m given to understand
that the president-elect is different when there is a per-
son-to-person talk,” the envoy said, playing down the
“high tone” of Trump’s campaign speeches. “We got the
impression that he’s a good listener. He listened to a lot of
views and tried to digest them.” So, while the TPP remains
a dead letter - “meaningless”, in Abe’s view, without US
support - Japan is not ready to abandon the general prin-
ciple of a multilateral pact. And once Trump takes office in
January and assembles a team of experts to advise him,
something may be salvaged. “I  don’t think many
Americans read the text of this agreement, to be honest,”
Sasae said, at an event promoting the “Value of Strong
Alliances” at the Heritage Foundation think tank.

Ruffled Feathers 
Trump has yet to nominate anyone to act as his secre-

tary of state, and in the weeks since he won the election,
he has ruffled diplomatic feathers on several occasions.
Britain, supposedly the proud owner of a “special relation-
ship” with Washington, has found itself embarrassed. In
his first call with Prime Minister Theresa May, Trump -
rather than inviting her to Washington - breezily suggest-
ed that if she comes over, she should “get in touch”.

And in a stark breach of protocol, Trump suggested on
Twitter that the British ambassador be replaced by his
euroskeptic friend Nigel Farage, former leader of the UK
Independence Party. Britain’s actual ambassador, Kim
Darroch, nevertheless insists that ties between Trump
Tower and Number 10 are off to a better start than they
may seem to be on the surface. Appearing alongside his
Japanese colleague, Darroch said May has now spoken
twice to Trump and that a formal visit is being arranged
for “very soon” after his January inauguration.

Closest Cooperation 
He acknowledged the challenge of keeping up with any

US administration in transition - some 4,000 officials will be
replaced, and 1,200 face Senate confirmation hearings. But
he said Britain would continue to seek the closest coopera-
tion - while still making its own views known. Britain is
keen that the United States maintain Western solidarity in
the face of aggression from Vladimir Putin’s Russia - despite
Trump’s warm words for the strongman. “That’s one of the
things we will cover when we talk to his foreign policy
team,” Darroch said, noting Russia’s annexation of part of
Ukraine and role “in the carnage” in Syria. Darroch said
Washington and other western capitals talk to the Kremlin
and “as long as we’re all expressing similar views on the
challenge we face, I think that’s a good thing.” —AFP 

Singapore may prove tough nut for China 

By Dr James J Zogby 

This week, without debate or an actual vote, the
US Senate stealthily passed a disturbing and
dangerous piece of legislation introduced by

Senators Tim Scott (R-SC) and Bob Casey (D-PA). Called
“The Anti-Semitism Awareness Act of 2016” (AAA), the
Scott-Casey bill requires the Department of Education
(DOE) to apply the State Department’s (DOS) defini-
tion of anti-Semitism in evaluating complaints of dis-
crimination on US campuses. 

The DOS definition of and guidelines on anti-
Semitism were designed to help US officials monitor
anti-Semitism abroad. They were not intended to be
applied to police speech on college campuses here
in the US. In developing their definition and guid-
ance,  the DOS adopted language used by the
European Union Monitoring Center on Racism and
Xenophobia (EUMC),

“Anti-Semitism is a certain perception of Jews,
which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews.
Rhetorical and physical manifestations of anti-
Semitism are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish
individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish com-
munity institutions and religious institutions”. 

This description of anti-Semitism is both correct
and instructive, as are several examples of contempo-
rary anti-Semitism mentioned in the DOS guidance,
including: “accusing Jews, as a people, of being
responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing commit-
ted by a single Jewish person or group, the State of
Israel, or even for acts committed by non-Jews”; or
“making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or
stereotypical allegations about Jews - or the power of
Jews - as a collective”. These and other examples cited
in the guidance are objectively anti-Semitic and
patently wrong. 

Where the DOS guidance goes “off the rails” is
when they try to expand the definition to include
“anti-Semitism relative to Israel”, citing, as examples,
speech that demonizes or delegitimizes Israel or that
applies a double standard to Israel. The example giv-
en for applying a “double standard for Israel” is
“requiring...behavior [of Israel] not expected or
demanded of any other democratic nation”. With this

expansion of the definition of anti-Semitism, the
guidance becomes both subjective and open to dan-
gerous abuse by those who would use it to silence
criticism of Israel.  

This language is so vague and open to interpreta-
tion that when the University of California Board of
Regents was being pressed to apply the DOS guidance
to California campuses, the lead author of the EUMC
definition of anti-Semitism objected, pointing out the
dangers this would present to free speech, saying that
“enshrining such a definition on a college campus is an
ill-advised idea that will make matters worse, and not
only for Jewish students; it would also damage the
university as a whole”. 

In short remarks introducing their bill, the two sen-
ators presented it as an effort to protect Jewish stu-
dents from the scourge of anti-Semitic harassment.
They told stories of pro-Israel Jewish students living in
fear on their campuses. Interestingly, however, when
the DOE’s civil rights unit investigated reports of wide-
spread anti-Semitism creating a hostile environment
on specific campuses, the DOE teams found the
charges largely baseless.  

Sinister Intent 
If the bill is dangerous and even unnecessary, then

why did Scott and Casey do it? And why did they rush
to pass it without debate or discussion? Reading the
“fact sheet” Scott and Casey attached to their legisla-
tion reveals the AAA’s sinister political intent - and that
is, silencing campus student movements and activities
that are critical of Israel, in particular the Boycott,
Divestment, and Sanction movement (BDS). Seen in
this light the AAA is but an extension of other legisla-
tive efforts in Congress and, at last count, 22 state leg-
islatures to either ban or penalize individuals or enti-
ties that participate in any forms of BDS against the
State of Israel.   

All of this is wrong on so many levels. It has the US
government unfairly influencing a necessary debate
that is taking place on college campuses weighing in
to support one side, while threatening the other side if
they cross an undefined and arbitrary line. 

These efforts tell Palestinian and progressive Jewish
students that their speech will be policed and that

they may be subject to penalties. If students were to
call Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu “a monster” or
accuse him and the Israeli military of “a barbaric
assault on Gaza” - would they be accused of “demoniz-
ing”? Or what if students spoke about Israel’s 1948
“ethnic cleansing” of Palestinians or focused their polit-
ical work on criticizing Israel’s occupation of
Palestinian lands, but said nothing about (or maybe
didn’t even care to know about) Turkey’s occupation in
Cyprus or Russia’s in Crimea and Eastern Ukraine -
could they be charged with delegitimizing Israel or
applying a “double standard”?  

At the same time that these efforts will act to intim-
idate and silence pro-Palestinian activity on campuses,
they will also serve to embolden pro-Israel student
groups to file repeated complaints against BDS and
pro-Palestinian organizations. 

What I am find most ironic here is the degree to
which this entire discussion has turned reality
upside down. I understand awful and hurtful things
have been said and that some pro-Israel students
may feel “uncomfortable” in some instances, or that
the BDS debate on their campuses may make them
feel like they are in a “hostile” environment. But it is
inexcusable to ignore the harassment and threats
and defamation endured by any students who are
advocating for Palestinian rights. Oftentimes, they
are the ones operating in a hostile environment.
They are the ones targeted by well-funded cam-
paigns and subjected to threats and harassment.
And when Arab Americans write opinion pieces in
school newspapers, the comments’ sections are filled
with bigotry and hate. 

The bottom line is that there are times when the
debate has become ugly and students on all sides
have crossed the line. When this occurs, what universi-
ties should be addressing the need for greater civility
in our political discourse and helping to create an
environment that encourages openness to debating
controversial issues. That’s what we need. What we
don’t need is a ham-fisted effort by senators to silence
debate which will only create more hostility and less
civility. 

NOTE: Dr James J Zogby is the President of the Arab
American Institute

Senate passes a dumb and dangerous bill
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